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Abstract
Laser-produced plasmas are bright, short sources of x-rays commonly used for time-resolved
imaging and spectroscopy. Their usage implies accurate knowledge of laser-to-x-ray conversion
efficiency (CE), spectrum, photon yield and angular distribution. Here, we report on soft x-ray
emission in the direction close to the target normal from a thin Si foil irradiated by a sub-PW
picosecond laser pulse. These absolute measurements cover a continuous and broad spectral
range that extends from 4.75 to 7.5 Å (1.7–2.6 keV). The x-ray spectrum consists of spectral
line transitions from highly charged ions and broadband emission with contributions from
recombination and free-free processes that occur when electrons decelerate in plasma
electromagnetic fields. Angular distribution of the emission was investigated via particle-in-cell
simulations, which allowed to estimate the yield into the full solid angle. We find that
experimental and simulation estimations of laser to free-free emission CE are in good
agreement.

Keywords: PW laser plasma, absolute emissivity of laser plasma, crystal x-ray spectrometer,
laser to x-rays conversion efficiency
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1. Introduction

Plasmas produced by irradiation of different objects (flat
foils [1–3], microstuctured surfaces [4, 5], wavelength-
scale spheres [6], velvet surfaces [7], nanowires [8, 9], gas
jets [10–12]) by intense laser pulses (Laser Produced Plasma,
referred below as LPP) are widely used as an x-rays sources
for both fundamental and applied research.

This is due to the possibility to precisely synchronise a
measurement with phase of evolution of aprobed object and
the relatively short duration of the emission. When nano-
second pulses are used, it is usually equal to their duration
[13] and, in the case of picosecond pulses, exceeds it not by
more than two orders of magnitude depending on laser intens-
ity [1] or target type [7]. It should be noted, however, that
the radiation from plasma sources generated by femtosecond
pulses also can lasts up to several picoseconds [14]. Broadband
emission sources are often needed for bioimaging and absorp-
tion spectroscopy. LPP at the table-top scale are used as x-ray
sources in commercial applications [15] and at the very large
scale in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) research as very
bright x-ray backlighters for capsule explosions. Petawatt-
class (PW) lasers facilities (such as ARC [16] and PETAL
[17] or others mentioned at table E.1 in [18]) which can pro-
duce picosecond pulses of about kJ are used for these purposes.
Even for ICF experiments sources of soft x-rays are required.
For example, low energy photons of <2 keV are used for the
backlighting of direct-drive cryogenic DT implosions [19] due
to the low opacity of the plastic shell and the deuterium-tritium
fuel [20]. In addition, the low energy part of the spectrum of
PW short-duration plasma sources spectrum is used to study
warm-dense-matter by absorption spectroscopy [21].

These two applications, the imaging of an ICF experiment
and diagnosis of warm-dense-matter, require a different spec-
tral composition of the probe radiation. A source with a narrow
emission band, ideally monochromatic, is required to acquire
high-quality backlit images. Absorption spectroscopy, on the
other hand, is most effective when using a radiation source
with a continuous spectrum without spectral line features or
sharp drops in intensity [22]. Both types of the probe radiation
can be obtained using LPP due to different processes, which
are shown in figure 1.

Plasma ions produce characteristic spectral lines during
transitions of electrons between bound energy levels. For
highly charged ions even with relatively low-Z (around 10)
the lines are in the keV range of photon energy. Usually trans-
itions from the excited state with principal quantum num-
ber n = 2 to the ground state in hydrogen-like (Lyα) and
helium-like transition (Heα) is at the appropriate wavelength
for high-contrast quasi-monochromatic backlighting imaging
[20, 23]. The plasma spectrum also contains lower intens-
ity continuous emission from free-bound (photorecombina-
tion) and free-free (bremsstrahlung and synchrotron emis-
sion) transitions. Contributions of the individual process
depend on element and irradiation conditions. Therefore a
significant experimental effort is required to characterize

LPP sources including those produced by picosecond
PW pulses.

In this work we investigate the soft x-ray emission proper-
ties of a near solid density plasma generated in a Si foil by a
sub-PW laser pulse. The aim of the work is to present exact
values for the x-ray source photon yield in absolute units in
the direction close to the target normal and briefly describe
physical processes that contribute to the emission.

2. Experimental setup

The experimental investigation of the emissivity in soft x-ray
range as a relativistic-intensity picosecond duration laser pulse
strikes a Si foil was performed at the Vulcan PW laser facil-
ity [24]. A schematic representation of the experimental setup
is shown in figure 1. The plasma was created by irradiating
2 µm thick Si foils by pulses of p-polarised laser radiation with
wavelengthλ= 1.054µm.Duration of the pulses was τ =1 ps.
The beamwas focused by an off-axis parabolic mirror to a spot
with a diameter of ≈7 µm. Initial (measured before the com-
pressor) energy of the used pulses was≈350 J, but only about
60% (≈210 J) of it reached the target surface due to losses
in different parts of the beam optical path including a plasma
mirror [25] applied to enhance the laser pulse temporal con-
trast. The indicated parameters values corresponds to the pulse
power P = 0.2 PW and intensity I = 3 × 1020 W cm−2.

X-rays emitted from the front of the target during one laser
shot was registered with three focusing spectrometers with
spatial resolution (FSSR) [26] installed in directions close to
the surface normal. Spherically bent α-quartz crystals with
Miller indexes (hkl) (100) (interplanar spacing 2d = 8.512 Å)
and (101) (2d = 6.666 Å) were used as disperse elements for
them. Two FSSRs with the (100) crystals observed the over-
lapping wavelength ranges 5–6.8 and 6.5–7.4 Å. The third one
with the (101) crystal was aligned to register photons with
wavelength from 4.75 to 6 Å. Dispersion schemes chosen for
the spectrometers provided spectral and spatial resolution of
λ/∆λ≈ 0.5× 104 and ∆X≈ 100 µm/pixel correspondingly.
All the spectrometers were shielded against spurious radiation
generated by the electrons from the interaction point as they
hit the chamber walls, optical posts, and so on. Two of the
FSSRs were in housings made of 5 mm lead with small win-
dows in the direction of the target crystal. The third FSSR was
installed in a separate vacuum chamber connected to the main
chamber by a narrow tube with its axis oriented towards the
target. Also, 0.5 T neodymium-iron-boron permanent magnets
were installed between the FSSR crystals and the interaction
point. As a result, the electrons accelerated towards the crys-
tals could not reach them if their kinetic energy was less than
50 MeV. Fujifilm BAS-TR image plates (IPs) and Andor CCD
DX-434 (only for one of the spectrometers) were used as x-ray
detectors. The IPs were covered by two layers of 1 µm thick
polypropylene (C3H6)n with a thin (0.2 µm) layer of Al evap-
orated on it or by 25 µm thick beryllium film. The CCD sensor
was shielded by a 25 µm Be foil for all the shots. The slits of
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Figure 1. Experimental setup and schematic of the processes that form the shape of the plasma soft x-ray radiation spectrum registered in
the experiments.

the magnets were also covered by a single layer of 5 µmMylar
(C10H8O4) to avoid detector saturation.

The spectrometers observation ranges overlap to provide
cross-calibration between the FSSRs. This enabled the meas-
urement of continuous and high-resolution spectra over photon
wavelengths from 4.7 to 7.3 Å (1.7 to 2.6 keV). The raw spec-
tra registered by the individual FSSR spectrometers are shown
in figure 2(a).

All data registered with the FSSRs were corrected for
filtering, crystal reflectivity and detector response func-
tions. Reflectivity was calculated by numerical modelling as
described in [27] by ray tracing through the spectrometer.
The actual crystallographic rocking curves of the spherically
bent crystals installed in the FSSRs were used for it. They
were calculated with the software XOP [28] and presented in
appendix together with sensitivity functions of the IPs. Trans-
mission functions for the filters foils were calculated using
the Henke tables [29]. A summary of the response functions
for each spectrometer is shown in figure 2(b). After convo-
lution of the registered signal with them an initial plasma
radiation spectrum shape was restored (figure 2(c)). Consid-
eration of the equipment response function allowed to scale
the intensity (vertical axis in the figure) in absolute units of
photons Å−1 sr−1. Thus it represents the emissivity of the
source radiation in the direction of the spectrometers crys-
tals (close to the targets normal). The most significant correc-
tions were needed around the Si K-edge at 6.7135 Å [30]. This
causes a drop in reflectivity of the α-quartz (SiO2) crystals in
the wavelength range close to the Heα line.

3. Discussion

The spectrum shown in figure 2(c) contains both characteristic
and continuous emission components. Its shape is formed by

all types of electron transitions: free-free, free-bound, bound-
bound (figure 1). The characteristic emission of plasma ions is
produced by transitions between energy states of H- and He-
like Si ions. All the corresponding spectral lines are broadened
due to the strong Stark effect. Their experimental shape is cor-
rectly reproduced (figure 3) by a theoretical spectrum simu-
lated for the plasma electron temperature Te = 650 eV and
electron density of 4 × 1023 cm−3, which is about 60% of Si
solid density value NSS ≈ 6× 1023 cm−3. It was achieved due
to the extremely high value of the laser pulse temporal contrast
of 1010 additionally enhanced by the plasma mirror.

The most intense line is the Lyα (2p→1s transition in an
H-like ion). Emissivity of the source in this line (the nar-
row wavelength range from 6.05 to 6.35 Å, 1.95–2.05 keV,
which contains the line itself and its dielectronic satel-
lites) in the direction close to the targets normal is about
1.7 × 1013 photons sr−1. This part of the plasma spectrum is
best suited for implementation of quasi-monochromatic back-
lights schemes. The value for the broad peak indicated in the
figure as Heα (range from 6.53 to 6.89 Å, 1.8–1.9 keV) is
≈0.8 × 1013 photons sr−1. In fact, this spectral region con-
tains overlapping Heα (1s2p 1P1 →1s2 1S0 in He-like ions),
intercombination line (1s2p 3P2,1 →1s2 1S0) and dielectronic
satellites emitted by Li-like ions. Note that the peak to the
left of the intensity drop caused by the K-edge is not the
intercombination line. This is an artefact of registration pre-
viously observed for the spectrometers used in the experi-
ments. Emissivities of the source in the Lyβ (3p→1s) and
Heβ(1s3p 1P1 →1s2 1S0) lines are 0.4 × 1013 and 0.6 ×
1013 photons sr−1 respectively. In comparison the Kα line at
7.12 Å is weak as most of the Si is highly ionised. The indic-
ated numbers correspond to a conversion efficiency (CE) of
laser pulse energy to Heα, Lyα, Lyβ , Heβ lines emission in
the direction close to the target normal as ≈1.2 × 10−5 sr−1,
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Figure 2. (a)—Normalized experimental emission spectra registered by the FSSRs from the front side of Si foil before convolution with the
spectrometer route response functions χ(λ) shown in (b). χ(λ) is a ratio of the number of registered photons of λ wavelength to the one
emitted by the source. (c)—Combined experimental emission spectrum after convolution with χ(λ). The blue and purple polygons
qualitatively demonstrate contributions of bremsstrahlung, synchrotron emission and recombination continuum. Shape of the latter one was
calculated for solid-state Si plasma (N i = 6 × 1022 cm−3).
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Figure 3. Comparison of Lyα line shape registered in the experiments with that calculated theoretically for the fixed electron temperature
Te = 650 eV and different ion densities: Ne = 1 × 1023 (blue line), 3 × 1023 (green) and 5 × 1023 cm−3 (orange). For the calculations it
was assumed that the plasma has a linear size of 3 µm. The simulated spectra were obtained with PrismSPECT software [31].

≈2.5 × 10−5 sr−1, ≈0.75 × 10−5 sr−1, ≈1.0 × 10−5 sr−1

respectively.
In the short wavelength part of the spectrum there is a ped-

estal. It results from the recombination continuum produced
by free-bound transitions of plasma electrons. Spectral lines
corresponding to 4p→1s transitions in H- and He-like ions
should be registered in this range, but they are suppressed due
to ionization potential depression [32] in the dense plasma.
The shape of the recombination continuum calculated using
the Hummer–Mihalas [33] model for He- and H-like ions
in a solid-density Si plasma is shown in figure 2(c) by the
magenta area. Simulations indicate that the recombination
continuum extends to 2 Å. Quite high yield (average value is
≈3 × 1013 photons Å−1 sr−1) value and absence of any spec-
tral lines makes the recombination continuum part of the spec-
trum very suitable for x-ray absorption spectroscopy in the
range ⩽5 Å.

Another part of the continuous emission arose from free-
free processes. They contribute to the spectrum through a
monotonic growth in intensity in the long wavelength part. It
is approximated by an exponential function shown by the blue
line in figure 2(c). An area under this curve gives an estima-
tion for an amount of energy associated with free-free emis-
sion is Econt = 5 mJ sr−1 Econt, which corresponds to CE of
2.5 × 10−5 sr−1.

It is also possible to estimate a ratio CE4π of the energy
emitted in the full solid angle 4π to the energy of the incid-
ent laser pulse. For bremsstrahlung and synchrotron emis-
sion it can be done semi-analytically on the base of electron
energy distribution numerically obtained by particle-in-cell

(PIC) simulations. We have performed two-dimensional (2D)
PIC simulation via the EPOCH [34] code.

All the modelling parameters were chosen close to experi-
mental conditions: laser wavelength λlaser = 1.054 µm, focal
spot radius 4 µm, angle of incidence α = 45◦, intensity Ilas =
3 × 1020 W cm−2. The laser pulse had Gaussian spatial and
3rd order super-Gauss temporal profile (figure 4(a)). A 2 µm
thick layer of fully ionized Si ions with solid-state density (5×
1022 ions cm3) was used as a target. A long laser pulse requires
a large simulation box to accurately describe the laser-target
interaction and to accommodate the expanding plasma. In our
simulations the box size was 120 × 120 µm with 10 × 10 nm
grid. The simulation included a current smoothing algorithm
and third order particle weighting to limit noise and numerical
heating. All boundary conditions were absorbing for radiation
and thermalizing for particles.

For an accurate description of the interaction of a laser pulse
with a solid target, it is necessary that the minimum achiev-
able particle density in the calculation (1 macro particle in 1
cell) be less than the critical density. On the other hand, at the
edge of the simulation area particles will never interact with
the laser pulse. They are needed only to maintain the quasi-
neutrality of the plasma via the return current. Specifying a
large number of macro particles for all cells in the target is a
waste of computational resources. Therefore, in order to save
computational time, the target was conditionally divided into
several zones (figure 4(b)). The central zone 1 had 50 macro
ion particles and 50 × 14 macro electron particles (1 macro
electron in 1 cell corresponds to 0.9 ncr) in each cell, zone 2
had half the number ofmacro particles in each cell (25 ions and
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Figure 4. (a)—Temporal profile of the laser pulse used in PIC simulations. (b)—Scheme of dividing the target into zones with different
numbers of macroparticles.

25 × 14 electrons) and zone 3 had 10 macro ion particles and
10× 14macro electron particles in each cell, respectively. The
boundary of zone 1 was chosen from the condition that during
the simulation time (1̃.1 ps) the electrons from zone 2 did not
reach the focal spot.

The electron energy spectrum predicted by the PIC simu-
lations is shown in figure 5(a). It can be roughly reproduced
by a sum of three Maxwell distributions with temperatures
of 5, 80 and 650 keV and electron densities Ne = 3 × 1013,
9 × 1013, 1.5 × 1013 cm−3 respectively. On the base of these
values it is possible to estimate amount of energy emitted
as Bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiation using modified
Kramers formula (1) from [35] and the classical expression
(2) from [36] correspondingly:

dIBrems(E) = C
Z2Nine√

Te
exp

(

−
E
Te

)

dE;C=
16
3

√

2π
0.5

e6

m3/2
e c3

,

(1)

dIsyncro(E) =

√
3

2π
e3H
mec2

F

(

E
Ec

)

dE;F(ξ) =
ˆ

∞

ξ

K 5
3
(ξ)dξ,

(2)

where Z—atomic number of the target atoms, N i—ion density
(6× 1022 cm−3), ne—number of electrons, Te—electron tem-
perature in eV, gff—Gaunt factor, e and me—electron charge
and mass, c—speed of light, H—magnetic field (considered

as constant calculated as
√

2I
c = 4.5 × 108 G), K is the mod-

ified Bessel function of the second type and Ec is an energy
around which the emission of an electron with energy Te is
concentrated:

Ec = ℏωc;ωc =
3eH
2mec

(

Te
mec2

)2

. (3)

It should be noted that according to (3) only electrons with
energy ⩾6 MeV make a significant contribution in the energy
range detected by our spectrometers.

Integrating of (1) and (2) over the range of photon energies
observed in the experiments gives the values of 0.1 and 0.3 J
for the Bremsstrahlung and synchrotron emission, respect-
ively. Dividing by the energy of the laser pulse used in the
experiment (210 J) gives CE 4π values ηBrems= 3.3× 10−4 and
ηsyncro = 1 × 10−3. The EPOCH code itself able to simulate
spectrum (figure 5(b)) and angular distribution (figure 5(c))
of bremsstrahlung and synchrotron emission on the base of
principles described in [37–39] and predict values for CE4π .
It gives η4πBrems = 3.4 × 10−4 and η4πsyncro = 1.3 × 10−4. Such
a significant discrepancy for the synchrotron emission CEs is
caused by using a fixed value of the magnetic field for the ana-
lytical estimation based on the (2).

The predicted by PIC simulations angular distribution
(figure 5(c)) is not isotropic, because absorption within the tar-
get occurs in the direction parallel to the surface of the target
(45◦–235◦ direction). The simulated distribution together with
the experimental value for the energy of the emission associ-
ated with free-free transitions registered by the spectrometers
allows to estimate the total energy emitted by the source in
full solid angle 4π as bremsstrahlung and syncrotron emission.
The obtained values is Econt ≈ 33 mJ, which is ≈52% of that
obtained assuming an isotropic angular distribution. The cor-
responding CE4π value is 1.6 × 10−4, which is about three
times less than predicted by the PIC simulation. Impacts of
the two types of free-free emission are indistinguishable in the
experimental spectrum. Therefore, it is impossible to give sep-
arate estimates for their CEs. Nevertheless, according to the
PIC results syncrotron emission should be less intense than
bremsstrahlung for all the directions and the Econt is distrib-
uted between them as 1:2.6.
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Figure 5. (a)—Electron energy distribution retrieved from PIC simulations for different moments of the laser-target interaction;
(b)—spectra of bremsstrahlung and synchrotron emission retrieved from the PIC simulation; (c)—numerically calculated angular
distribution of bremsstrahlung (magenta curve) and synchrotron radiation (blue) emitted in the 4.8–7.3 Å (1.7–2.6 keV) wavelength range
by a 2 µm thick layer of fully ionized Si ions with solid-state density irradiated by a subpicosecond laser pulse with intensity 3 × 1020 W
cm−2. The solid green curve is the sum of two components. The dashed green line represents the sum, when all the absorption processes
were excluded from the simulations.

It can be assumed that the angular distribution for the
line emission of the source also has a ‘dipole’ shape. Under
this assumption it is possible to estimate CE4π in separate
spectral lines. The values are ≈0.8 × 10−4, ≈1.6 × 10−4,
≈0.5 × 10−4, ≈0.5 × 10−4 for Heα, Lyα, Lyβ , Heβ respect-
ively. It the presented values are comparable with results
reported by other research groups. For example, in experi-
ments with Ag/Cu foils [40, 41] carried out at the same laser
facility but under slightly different conditions, values of 1–2
× 10−4 were obtained for the spectral lines Ag Kα (Eph =
22.4 keV, λ = 0.553 Å) and Cu Kα (Eph = 1.54 keV, λ =
8.04 Å).

4. Conclusions

The laser plasma produced by the sub-PW (1 ps, 210 J,
210 TW, with focal spot diameter 7 µm, and on target intensity
3 × 1020 W cm−2, angle of incidence is 45◦) laser pulse in a
2 µm thick Si foil is a very bright source of soft x-rays. In the
direction close to the targets normal we registered emissivity
of ≈8 × 1013 photons sr−1 (≈0.03 J sr−1) in the wavelength
range of 4.75–7.3 Å (1.7–2.6 keV), which corresponds to the
CE of ≈1.2 × 10−4 sr−1 . About half of the energy were
emitted in Si XIV (Si13+) Lyα, Lyβ and Si XIII (Si12+) Heα
and Heβ resonance spectral lines and its dielectonic satellites.

7
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Lyα line is the most intense spectral line containing about a
half of all emitted photons. This makes this lin Lyα line the
best choice for quasi-monochromatic x-ray backlighter ima-
ging and is sufficiently bright for use in appoint-project Bragg
crystal imaging system.

Emissivity of the source in continuous emission in direc-
tion close to the target normal is ≈13.6 mJ sr−1 (CE ≈ 0.7 ×
10−4). ≈5 mJ sr−1 (CE ≈ 0.25 × 10−4) of it corresponds to
free-free (bremsstrahlung and synctrotron) radiation. The rest
is associated with recombination continuum emission. Such
a high value of emissivity in such type of continuous emis-
sion together with absence of spectral lines makes the invest-
igated source very suitable for absorption spectroscopy pur-
poses. The value of CE4π (a ratio between the energy emit-
ted by the source in the full solid angle 4π and the energy
of the laser pulse) in free-free emission estimated on the
base of the simulated angular distribution and the experiment-
ally measured emissivity is 1.6 × 10−4. This is three times
less than the value obtained directly from the code EPOCH.
The difference of less than one order leads to the conclu-
sion that the code reproduces processes at the interaction point
quite well.
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Appendix A. Recalculation of raw data counts to
number of real photons

Raw data recorded by the Fuji BAS TR IPs (below) detect-
ors in the experiments is a 2D matrix of numbers. Each of
them is proportional to a dose absorbed by a certain pixel of
the detector. This matrix can be represented in a form of a
grayscale image shown in figure A1. The spectrum is a pro-
file along the bright narrow field in the centre of the image.
This zone has a non-zero width in pixels, so each dot of the
spectrum is a sum along the vertical axis.

The data from IPs were digitized via Fujifilm FLA 5100
scanner. A raw image produced as a result of scanning is
scaled in arbitrary units (counts), which are related with abso-
lute units called PSL (Photostimulated Luminescence) by the
equation (A.1) [42]:

PSL=

(

R
100

)2(400
S

)

10
L
(

G
2B−1

−
1
2

)

, (A.1)

where R is the resolution in microns, S is a sensitivity setting,
L is latitude, B is a dynamic range in bits, G is the raw image
grayscale value, which is sometimes mentioned as a quantum
yield. We used the following values for scanning: R = 25,
S = 5000, L = 5, B = 16. It should be noted that the counts-
to-PSL recalculation function can be significantly different
for other scanner models. For example, for General Electric
Typhoon FLA 7000 the equation can be found in [43]. The
values in PSL were recalculated to a number of photons with
a given wavelength on the base of a calibration curve shown
in figure A2.
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Figure A1. An example of an experimental x-ray emission spectrum registered by the IP detector installed in the FSSR.

Figure A2. Sensitivity of Fuji BAS TR IPs in the soft x-ray range from [42] fitted by a hyperbola function.

Appendix B. Crystal reflectivity

The corrections associated with crystal reflectivity (CR) were
also considered during spectra restoring process. The CR func-
tion here is Nr/Ne, where Nr and Ne are numbers of photons
reflected by a crystal and emitted by a source, correspond-
ingly. It depends on a solid angle covered by the spectro-
meter crystal (Ωcr) and also on its rocking curves (diffrac-
tion profiles). Ωcr was calculated directly from the distance
between the source and the crystals and the surface dimen-
sions of the latter ones. Rocking curves were obtained by the

x-ray Oriented Programs (XOP) [28]. This software allowed
to simulate diffraction properties of spherically-bent crys-
tals on the base of extended dynamical theory, which is
fully described, for example, in [44]. The calculated rock-
ing curves are shown in figure B1. The curves were taken
into account in a numerical simulation (modelling principles
are described in [27]) of rays propagation through the spec-
trometers optical schemes. They were considered as profiles
of probability for a photon with given energy and incid-
ence angle to be reflected by spherically bent crystals of
the FSSRs.

9
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Figure B1. Set of rocking curves presented as a 3D surface calculated by the XOP software for spherically bent α-quartz crystals with
Miller indexes (a) (100) and (b) (101) for the range of wavelengths observed in the experiments. For (101) the data is not presented for
λ> 6.666 Å, because the crystal is not able to reflect photons with a wavelength longer than its interplanar spacing 2d = 6.666 Å.
Dependence of the peaks amplitude (peak reflectivity for a particular wavelength) and FWHM are given on the planes (c) and
(d) correspondingly: red line for (100), blue line for (101).
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